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I. I NTRODUCTION
Four-legged robots (quadrupeds) are capable of traversing
a broader range of terrains than wheeled robots and can
carry larger payloads with longer battery lives than drones
([1], [2], [3], [4]). Unlike wheeled robots, legged robots can
choose to place their feet on specific locations within the
terrain which can support the mass of the robot. This makes
them highly suitable for inspection and monitoring tasks in
unstructured domains ([2], [4], [5]). However, this flexibility
comes at the cost of platform complexity. Kinematics and
dynamics are considerably more complicated for quadrupeds
than for wheeled robots or drones. This makes trajectory
optimisation, i.e. computing feasible paths for robot endeffectors and for the robot’s centre of mass (CoM) given
kinematic, dynamic, and environmental constraints, one of
the central challenges in their deployment ([6], [7]).
Traditionally, trajectory optimisation for quadrupeds is
solved using constrained optimisation. However, the robot’s
feasible joint space and dynamics such as stability, torque
limits, and contact forces, require complex often nondifferentiable constraints. This makes the optimisation intractable. A typical approach, therefore, is to use approximate, hand-derived dynamic models and arbitrarily reduce
the kinematic range of the robot [6]. These linear approximations typically over-simplify the problem and limit platform
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Abstract— Traditional approaches to quadruped control frequently employ simplified, hand-derived models. This significantly reduces the capability of the robot since its effective
kinematic range is curtailed. In addition, kinodynamic constraints are often non-differentiable and difficult to implement
in an optimisation approach. In this work, these challenges are
addressed by framing quadruped control as optimisation in a
structured latent space. A deep generative model captures a
statistical representation of feasible joint configurations, whilst
complex dynamic and terminal constraints are expressed via
high-level, semantic indicators and represented by learned
classifiers operating upon the latent space. As a consequence,
complex constraints are rendered differentiable and evaluated
an order of magnitude faster than analytical approaches. We
validate the feasibility of locomotion trajectories optimised using our approach both in simulation and on a real-world ANYmal quadruped. Our results demonstrate that this approach is
capable of generating smooth and realisable trajectories. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first time latent space control
has been successfully applied to a complex, real robot platform.
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Fig. 1: A VAE encodes the robot state and captures correlations therein in a structured latent space. Once trained,
performance predictors (triangles) attached to the latent
space predict if constraints are satisfied and apply arbitrarily
complex constraints such as robot stability. The flexibility
of this approach allows for the application of any number
of constraints by performing activation maximisation of a
loss summed over all active constraints (see, for example,
Eq. 8). Decoding positions in latent space (blue) along the
optimisation trajectory translates to movement of the robot.
capabilities, leading to overly narrow convergence basins
given feasible initial states (e.g. [6], [8], [9]). As a result, trajectories solved using linear approximations are only suitable
for specific use-cases and do not easily generalise to novel
situations. In contrast, approaches which account for the full
kinodynamic representation of the robot require iterative,
sequential optimisations to check for constraint satisfaction
[10]. This often makes them computationally infeasible for
real-time deployment.
Here, we propose a radically different approach to
quadruped control. Using a generative model of the robot
state we perform trajectory optimisation by directly optimising the position in a structured latent space, which captures
a statistical model of the robot’s feasible joint-space (see,
Fig. 1). In particular, we employ a variational autoencoder
(VAE) ([11], [12]) to encode the robot state including joint
positions. Inspired by [13], operational constraints are induced via high-level, semantic indicators and represented by
learned performance predictors operating directly in the latent space. Arbitrarily complex constraints – and goals – can
thus be enforced by performing gradient-based optimisation
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Fig. 2: Conceptual comparison of solving a non-linear program (NLP) such as TOWR with latent space optimisation. The
NLP splits locomotion into an optimisation subject to a series of constraints, whilst trajectories in our approach are solved
via gradient descent in a structured latent space. Complex constraints such as stability are enforced using learned classifiers
(performance predictors) and gradients from differentiating a target loss are used to update a trajectory in latent space.
Performance predictors replace multiple and often non-differentiable dynamics exhibited in the NLP.
in the latent space driven by the performance predictors via
activation maximisation [14].
By implicitly capturing a full kinodynamic model, our
approach enables efficient trajectory optimisation without
relying on hand-specified dynamics models or linear approximations. In contrast to prior art, it predicts whether
constraints are satisfied with a single pass through our neural
network. More importantly, it enables direct optimisation
of traditionally non-differentiable dynamics (see, Fig. 2) together with the correlations captured by the latent space, and
this results in inherently smooth, feasible robot trajectories
when decoding poses into state-space along the optimised
path in latent space.
We validate our approach to latent-space control in the
context of quadruped locomotion and constrain robot stability and end-effector contact dynamics to obtain a walking
gait (Fig. 1). Using both simulated and real robot experiments, we demonstrate that our approach to latent-space
control is able to find trajectories from unstable to stable
robot configurations as well as to execute realisable gait
cycles. This is achieved with execution times almost an order
of magnitude faster than a comparable analytical approach
[15].
To the best of our knowledge this is the first approach to
latent-space control for a complex dynamic system which is
validated both in simulation and on a real platform.
II. R ELATED W ORK
As torque controlled robots have become more complex, the weaknesses of traditional trajectory optimisation
approaches have become more pronounced. These mostly
stem from large configuration-spaces and the complexity of
model dynamics. Hand-derived dynamics models such as
centroidal dynamics [16] can be used as dynamic constraints

([7], [6]). For example, TOWR [6] is a general approach for
solving locomotion tasks for any legged robot over known
terrain. Specifically, TOWR solves a non-linear program for
the centre of mass and feet trajectories whilst optimising the
contact forces. This is computationally slow and prohibits
online updates to the current plan to react to environmental changes. Furthermore, kinematic constraints restrict the
range of the robot’s movement. While TOWR is suitable
for highly-dynamic locomotion, our approach is conceived
to be sufficiently general for low-velocity operation such as
locomotion over rough terrain.
[15] estimates robot stability by finding a “margin of stability” while taking into account the robot’s centre of mass,
friction forces, and torque limits. We use this formulation
to create training data for our stability predictor and as a
performance baseline. While the original approach requires
sampling and evaluating multiple points, our method directly
optimises for stable trajectories using a learned stability
predictor.
Reinforcement learning (RL) (e.g. [17], [18]) is a promising alternative to optimisation-based approaches. However,
RL policies are difficult to train, requiring vast quantities
of data, and suffer from unstable gradient estimates. Once
trained, specific constraints such as foothold placements are
impossible to enforce. In contrast, our approach is flexible:
additional constraints are applied by constructing an appropriate loss function summed over all active constraints, which
is differentiated to provide a gradient update.
Recent advances in latent-space optimisation also attempt
to overcome the limitations of traditional approaches. Universal Planning Networks (UPN) [19] use a gradient-based
method in a structured latent space to find trajectories
between an initial and final image. Similarly, Embed to
Control (E2C) [20] performs system identification and state
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estimation from visual inputs for control problems. In addition, a forward dynamics model is learned to traverse the
latent space given an input. Both UPN and E2C need to be
provided with a goal condition. In contrast, performance predictors, presented here, are capable of predicting if arbitrarily
complex constraints, such as robot stability, are satisfied. A
target loss is evaluated using these performance predictors
and differentiated until the latent variable is guided into the
terminal set via gradient descent.
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VAEs learn compact and smooth representations of highdimensional data ([11], [12]). We utilise a VAE to encode
the robot’s joint angles q, feet positions in the base frame
p f (where f ∈ N is the number of feet), joint torque τ,
contact forces λ , and the gravity body force vector g, forming
the input to the VAE x = [q, p f , τ, λ , g]T , x ∈ R51 . To find
these quantities, static, snapshots of the robot in random, but
feasible joint configurations are sampled under the condition
that joint velocities and accelerations are set to zero. Finally,
the VAE is trained to reconstruct the input x via a latent
space denoted z ∈ RNz . Training is achieved by minimising
the KL-regularised mean-squared error of the reconstruction:
LVAE = MSE(x, x0 ) + β DKL [q(z|x)||p(z)]

(1)

Given the importance of robot stability in general and
information about its current stance for the purpose of
locomotion in particular, the VAE is trained jointly with two
performance predictors [13] which estimate the probability
of the robot being stable y0 and the probability that it
is currently in a specified stance s0i using a binary crossentropy (BCE) loss. Gradients from these two classifiers are
backpropagated through the VAE encoder and aid in shaping
the latent representation. Given two hyperparameters µ1 and
µ2 for weighting the loss terms, the full training objective
can thus be written as:
L = LVAE + µ1 BCE(y, y0 ) + µ2 BCE(si , s0i )

Fig. 3: The latent space (central panel) is structured and
clearly shows the stance clusters (coloured). For visualisation, principle component analysis (PCA) [21] with a radial
basis function (RBF) kernel reduces the latent space from 64
dimensions to two. Walking is achieved by cycling clockwise
through the eight stances, which are represented by coloured
diagrams orientated so that forward is up the page and left
aligns with reader’s left. Open white circles represent the
target position of feet in contact with the ground; closed
black circles represent feet in the air.

(2)

This provides an inductive bias to the model, which
structures our latent space so that consecutive stance clusters
are adjacent in the latent space (see, Fig. 3). This structure
is achieved by the design of the stance labels. Stances in
the walk gait where four feet are on the ground are one-hot
encoded, whilst intermediary classes with a foot is in the
air are two-hot encoded. Therefore, regions exist in latent
space where two classifiers are active and, subsequently,
consecutive stance clusters are encoded in sequence in the
latent space.
B. Constrained Latent-Space Traversal
The performance predictors estimate whether non-linear
and often non-differentiable kinodynamic constraints, as well
as goal conditions are satisfied. Importantly, formulating
these constraints as neural network classifiers renders them

differentiable with respect to the latent variable z. This
allows us to update a latent variable sequentially via gradient
descent until a constraint is satisfied. This is performed
either to steer a trajectory to satisfy a terminal constraint
or to enforce a condition upon the entire trajectory. Using
gradient-descent to update a latent variable while a performance predictor enforces a particular constraint is a use of
activation maximisation (AM) [14].
The general case for activation maximisation requires one
or more differentiable loss functions Lk (y, y0 ), where y is the
target value and y0 is the predicted value. Each loss function
has an associated step size αk , which scales the respective
gradient step. Finally, an update to the latent variable z is
made via gradient descent in the latent space:
z ← z − ∇ ∑ αk Lk (y, y0 )

(3)

k

This approach is inherently flexible as additional constraints are applied simply by adding additional loss functions prior to a gradient update.
C. Activation maximisation for stability
A specific use of constrained latent-space traversal in
the context of quadruped control is disturbance rejection.
Performance predictors are not only capable of predicting
if the robot has become unstable, but also finding smooth
and stabilising trajectories by continuously backpropagating
the error from a performance predictor back into the model’s
latent representation z using activation maximisation (AM).
Each latent update z is decoded to state space x0 to create
a trajectory. By choosing to minimise the BCE loss, the
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predicted probability that the robot is stable y0 is driven close
to the desired probability y. Once a step size αy is selected,
AM for robot stability is defined:
z ← z − ∇αy BCE(y, y0 )

(4)

The resulting trajectories are evaluated for their efficacy
and feasibility in section IV.
D. Optimisation for Locomotion
Locomotion requires finding a trajectory which allows the
quadruped to take a series of steps through a gait sequence
while the robot remains stable. The robot is stable when
the feet in contact support the CoM without slipping while
respecting maximum torque limits. To solve for a walk
trajectory in latent space, two performance predictors are
required: one for stability and another to move the robot
between gait stances (see Fig. 3).
To frame locomotion as an optimisation problem, we
minimise the joint velocities q̇ and accelerations q̈ over
an entire trajectory. The joint velocities and accelerations
are calculated from the joint angles using a forward-Euler
derivative estimation. Intuitively, minimising these values
will result in smoother, more readily executable trajectories
as the actuators perform best when the input is varied
smoothly [22]. Therefore, we solve for a trajectory that
minimises the squared L2 -norm of the joint velocity and
acceleration of the robot, whilst maximising the robot’s
stability y and linearly increasing the probability of being in
the next stance si+1 . Trajectories are of length N, which is
N/ fs seconds long, where fs is the sampling frequency. The
initial robot configuration x0 is encoded into the latent space
to find z0 . N repeats of z0 are stacked to create Z ∈ RN,Nz , and
this forms the latent-space trajectory. Concretely, we perform


||q̇(Z)||22 + ||q̈(Z)||22
Z∗ = arg min
(5)
Z

s.t.

E(py (Z)) ≥ ε
d ps(i+1) (Z)
=k
dZ

(6)
(7)

The constraints in Equations 6 and 7 are converted to costs
using Lagrange multipliers λi and added to the objective
function in Equation 5 to form the locomotion loss
Lloco = ||q̇||22 + ||q̈||22 + λ0 BCE(y, y0 ) + λ1 BCE(s, s0 )

(8)

Z is passed through the VAE’s decoder to obtain the
reconstructed X, and also through the performance predictors
to provide stability (Y) and stance (S) estimates. This output
is concatenated into W = [X, Y, S] and multiplied with a
selector matrix to compute the quantities needed to evaluate
the locomotion loss Lloco . Lloco is summed over the entire
trajectory and multiplied with a step size αloco before being
differentiated with respect to Z to provide a gradient update
such that
Z ← Z − ∇Z αloco Lloco (Z)

(9)

IV. E XPERIMENTS
We apply constrained latent-space traversal to solve complex planning tasks on a quadruped robot. In particular,
we focus on stability and locomotion. Our evaluation first
investigates whether our approach to latent-space control
is able to provide feasible trajectories when rapid robot
stabilisation is required. This is compared to a baseline
of performing activation maximisation by backpropagating
gradients directly into the input of a feed-forward classifier
rather than a structured latent encoding. Secondly, we add a
constraint on the robot stance to enable it to take steps while
remaining stable throughout the movement. We first describe
the dataset of sampled robot configurations and associated
ground-truth labels required for training the VAE and the
performance predictors. We then provide the architectural
details of our networks before presenting results of the
individual experiments.
A. Dataset Generation
A dataset is sampled consisting of triplets {x, y, s}, where
x is a static robot configuration and {y, s} are the associated ground truth labels for robot stability (binary) and
stance (one out of eight), respectively. The robot’s centre of
mass location is sampled uniformly within ±120mm in the
longitudinal direction and ±100mm in the lateral direction.
Feet not in contact with the ground are sampled at heights
of {0, 40, 80, 120}mm. We collect a total of 88,000 triplets
whereby 70,400 are used for training (80%) and 17,600 for
testing (20%).
Stability: To obtain the ground truth labels for robot
stability, we follow the approach in [15], which considers
friction limits of the ground and the robot as well as torque
limits of the series elastic actuators [22] of the robot. The
friction cone model estimates if the robot’s feet in contact
will slip on the surface. A foot in contact is defined such that
the velocity or acceleration of the foot is zero. This means
that there are different sets of contact forces and torques for
a foot in contact with a surface and a foot which touches the
surface without being in contact. The coefficient of friction
is assumed to be constant and hence as long as the lateral
forces are less than the force normal to the surface multiplied
by the coefficient of friction, the robot will not slip.
Stances: Robot stances are defined by which feet are in
contact with the ground and the relative ordering of the
feet. Specifically, we break up a walking gait into eight
phases where each phase is associated with a unique stance
(see Fig. 3). The eight stances are made up of four stances
with one foot in the air and four with all four feet in
contact. Locomotion thus corresponds to cycling through
these stances, see (Fig. 3).
B. Architecture Details
The VAE architecture comprises an encoder and decoder,
which each have two fully-connected layers with 256 units
and ELU non-linearities [23]. The latent space is of width
64 with a zero mean and identity variance Gaussian prior,
and a diagonal Gaussian posterior distribution. The stability
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classifier consists of three fully-connected layers with a width
of 64 units and ELU non-linearities. It has a single output
for the stability semantic label. The stance classifier consists
of three fully-connected layers with a width of 64 units
and ELU non-linearities. It predicts a four element output
vector providing the stance encoding (see Section III-A). In
the case of the locomotion experiments described below, our
model takes the position of the robot’s centre of gravity as an
additional input. This extra input is reconstructed along the
trajectory and was found useful for debugging purposes. We
have verified empirically that it does not significantly impact
model performance otherwise. As a baseline, a second feedforward neural network is trained so that activation maximisation is performed directly into input space as opposed
to the latent space. This classifier network takes as input
the robot data x and predicts the probability that the robot
is stable and which stance the robot is in. The architecture
used consists of three fully-connected layers with a width of
64 units and ELU non-linearities.
C. Stability Experiments
The context for this experiment is disturbance rejection.
If, for example, the robot is perturbed and no longer stable,
we demonstrate how activation maximisation (AM) in a
suitable latent space can find a smooth trajectory to a stable
pose. At each time step, we backpropagate the stability error
from a performance predictor back into the model’s latent
representation z. This is decoded to x0 and sent as a command
to the robot’s low-level controller until the robot is stable.
We compare AM into a structured latent space (latent-AM)
with applying AM directly to the input (input-AM). The latter
scheme bypasses the latent space and, therefore, input-AM
does not explicitly account for any correlations between the
input state variables.
In each experiment (latent-AM and input-AM), we randomly initialise 1000 unstable configurations. AM is then
driven by a binary cross entropy loss with step size
αy = 1 × 10−3 ; and z is updated following Eq. 4 for 300
gradient steps.
Our measure of success is the proportion of episodes that
feasibly transition from an unstable to a stable configuration.
Here we define a stable configuration in terms of the robot’s
CoM together with the contact points where its feet meet
the ground. Hence, it is necessary for both models to also
predict which feet are in contact with the ground. Given that
these contact points define the vertices of a polygon projected
on the ground, the robot is stable when its CoM hovers
within the support polygon. Otherwise, if the CoM projection
is outside of this polygon, the robot is overextended and
considered unstable. Since the robot’s CoM can be inferred
from its joint configurations and feet positions in the base
coordinates, the CoM was not included as an input to the
model.
Furthermore, we only consider an experiment a success
if the robot configurations which constitute a trajectory are
kinematically feasible. This means that there are no selfcollisions or joint limit violations in all the poses which
constitute a trajectory.

We report that the overall proportion of latent-AM experiments that successfully reach a stable pose is 94.6%.
However, input-AM success is significantly lower: only
62.6% of input-AM experiments succeeded.
The performance of both latent-AM and input-AM is compared once 95% confidence intervals are inferred using the
Wilson score interval [24]. Latent-AM confidence intervals
range from 93.1% to 96.2%, whilst input-AM varies from
59.5% to 65.5%. There is no overlap between latent-AM
and input-AM confidence bounds, and, hence, there is a
significant and substantial difference in performance between
the two schemes.
To probe the robustness of the final robot pose, we
consider more restrictive definitions of stability which shrink
the support polygon, to infer a stability margin. Conceptually,
CoMs near the centre of the support polygon are more stable
than CoMs near the perimeter. The stability margin is defined
as the area with which the support polygon can be reduced
while the robot remains stable. In practice, trajectory optimisers shrink the support polygon by ∼20% to mitigate any error
in estimating the CoM position due to sensor and actuator
noise [25]. Table I shows the proportion of experiments
which find a stable final pose as the support polygon shrinks
in increments ∼6% from its original periphery (no change
in the margin) up to 31% smaller polygons. The latentAM success-rates never drop below 92%, while input-AM
performance deteriorates considerably from 63% to 52%.
This clearly indicates that latent-AM is significantly more
likely to find a robustly stable robot pose.
TABLE I: The percentage of experiments which terminate
at a stable robot configuration for both latent-AM and inputAM. 95% confidence intervals are also presented in brackets
and calculated using Wilson score interval [24]. To measure
the robustness of this stable pose, the support polygon is
shrunk by a margin from zero (no margin) to 31% in 6%
intervals. With no margin, 95% of latent-AM trajectories
reach a stable pose as opposed to only 63% of input-AM
plans. The success of both schemes reduces as the margin
increases, but input-AM performance degrades severely (∼
10%). However, latent-AM success remains above 92%.
Margin/ %
0
7
13
19
25
31

Successful Trajectories/ %
Latent AM
Input AM
94.6 (91.9, 95.3)
62.6 (59.6, 65.5)
93.8 (91.2, 94.8)
59.8 (56.7, 62.8)
93.2 (90.9, 94.5)
58.4 (55.3, 61.4)
92.9 (90.6, 94.3)
56.4 (53.3, 59.4)
92.7 (90.6, 94.3)
54.8 (51.7, 57.9)
92.6 (90.5, 94.2)
52.0 (48.9, 55.1)

For a trajectory to be realisable, we emphasise that the
robot trajectory must also be dynamically feasible. By dynamically feasible we mean that the simulation cannot move
in ways that would be physically impossible for a real
robot. Such simulated trajectories may end up at a stable
configuration, but, because they cannot be implemented,
are uninteresting from the perspective of a real robot. We
consider an episode infeasible if the simulated trajectory
exceeds the maximum joint velocity of 12 rad/s, as reported
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Fig. 4: A joint trajectory is only feasible if maximum permissible joint velocity (12 rad/s) is not exceeded. The proportion of
input-AM trajectories which are infeasible is 59.3%, which contrasts latent-AM where no experiments violate the maximum
joint velocity. The latent-AM median-maximum velocity is always lower than that of the input-AM results.
latent space is exploiting the correlations which exist in the
input, and that the effective latent space is four units.
Further investigation shows that the latent space is divided
into stable and unstable clusters. Fig. 6 displays stable robot
poses (green) surrounded by unstable configurations (red),
along with a representative latent trajectory which moves
from an unstable robot pose to a stable one. Below this are
snapshots from a decoded trajectory sampled from a latentAM trajectory, showing a smooth movement of the CoM
to a stable position. In conclusion, the clustering of stable
poses coupled with the correlations captured by the latent
space could be the causes for the smoothness exhibited by
the latent-AM trajectories.

joint acceleration [rad/s/s]

in the ANYmal motor specifications [1]. For replicability, we
note that our trajectories are sampled at the target control
frequency of 200 Hz.
Fig. 4 displays the maximum joint velocities from all
the experiments, and input-AM joint velocity violations are
visible. Furthermore, no latent-AM experiments exceed the
joint velocity limit and therefore all successful trajectories are feasible. In contrast, only 59.3% of all input-AM
trajectories were feasible with 95% confidence interval of
(56.3%, 62.3%). Crucially, once success and feasibility are
considered together, only 25.9% of input trajectories, with a
95% confidence interval of (22.9%, 28.4%) are practically
useful for use on the robot. This compares to 94.6% feasibly
successful latent trajectories.
Smooth trajectories are essential to avoid unsettling, tipping over, or even damaging the robot. We find that the
latent-AM trajectories are significantly smoother than inputAM trajectories, as shown by the derivatives of each joint
velocity in Fig. 5.

Stability
Boundary

3
2
0

1

Path through
Latent Space

Fig. 5: The maximum joint acceleration serves as a metric of
smoothness. Jerky trajectories will unsettle the robot and can
cause it to fall over. Here we see that latent-AM trajectories
are far smoother whilst exhibiting a narrower spread of
absolute accelerations than the input-AM ones.
Analysis of the latent space show that four latent dimensions have a lower variance than the prior distribution. In
contrast, the other latent units have a mean close to zero and
a near unit variance, which closely map the prior distribution.
Interestingly, only the four low-variance latent dimensions
are updated by latent-AM, which further indicates that the
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3

Fig. 6: We project the latent space down to 2D via PCA with
an RBF kernel. Here we can see clustering of Stable robot
configurations in green surrounded by unstable configurations in red. The robot configuration in pose 0 is initially
unstable. Activation maximisation provides a smooth and
physically realisable trajectory from this unstable pose to a
stable one.
Finally, we note that evaluating a stability criterion takes
0.72ms to compute whilst a comparable analytical solution in
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Fig. 7: The first six steps of the locomotion trajectory solved via optimisation in the latent space on the real robot. Here
two separate runs with differing camera angles are displayed together. The swept area of each foot swing is displayed in
red. A full video of the robot walking is found here.
[15] takes 6.56ms. This comparison uses an Nvidia Quadro
P2000 on a laptop with an Intel Xeon(R) 2.9GHz CPU. This
improvement in performance is attributed to the analytical
solution requiring a series of sequential optimisation, as
opposed to a single pass through a neural network on a GPU.
Our approach, therefore, is more suitable for applications
which require closed loop, online planning.
D. Locomotion
Having shown how AM is used to drive a simulated
quadruped to find a smooth path that rejects unwanted
perturbations, we show that an extended framework, which
optimises over an entire trajectory is used to control other
kinds of movement. In particular, we demonstrate that the
addition of performance predictors for idealised stance configurations can be used to make a real ANYmal robot walk 3 .
In our approach, the stability and stance performance predictors are sufficient to ensure that the locomotion trajectory
is feasible and realisable. The overall locomotion cost is
described by Eq. 8. It consists of a quadratic cost on the joint
velocities and accelerations and of BCE losses. The BCE
losses constantly encourage the stability of the trajectory
while linearly increasing the probability of being in the next
stance. For the walking demonstration, a horizon of N = 400
is chosen together with a step size αloco of 2 × 10−4 in Eq. 9,
while the Lagrange multipliers in the locomotion loss (Eq. 8)
are both set to λ0 = λ1 = 102 .
Snap-shots of a complete walk cycle executed on the real
ANYmal robot are presented in Fig. 7. The controller in [7]
tracked our locomotion trajectory with a tracking error of
(1.82 × 10−3 rad/s), evaluated over a six second trajectory.
Hence, this tracking error indicates that the trajectory executed on the real robot closely matches ours optimised via
latent-space control. The locomotion results are qualitatively
more dynamic than traditional static walk trajectories, as
the centre of mass of the robot is at rest for short periods
of time and only during phases where all the robot’s feet
are in contact. This is an encouraging result, which means
that a dynamic constraint predictor could produce faster
trajectories.
3 A video of the locomotion trajectory executed on the robot is found at
https://youtu.be/z1UopkfIPhI.

V. C ONCLUSIONS
We propose an effective and novel approach to robot
control based on high-level goal optimisation in a structured
latent space, culminating in a demonstration of real-world
quadruped locomotion. This is radically different from related works in that it directly exploits a statistical model of
feasible robot configurations captured in a generative model
to achieve smooth and realisable trajectories. These are able
to stabilise a perturbed robot as well as optimise for stable
and realisable locomotion — all while being computable
an order of magnitude faster than equivalent analytical approaches. The optimisation is achieved via activation maximisation driven by performance predictors operating at a
semantic level. This allows us to render complex, otherwise
non-differentiable constraints directly usable in our approach.
Our approach to latent-space control is compared with a
feed-forward classifier network trained to predict stability
directly from the input: the latter classifier also acting as a
differentiable stability criterion. Compared to our approach,
Input-AM is shown to both be significantly less successful
at finding stable robot poses given an initially unstable pose
and produces considerably fewer dynamically feasible trajectories than latent-AM. While we have shown the appeal and
efficacy of performance predictors for applying complex nondifferentiable constraints, we aim to investigate their robustness in future work. Finally, this approach and subsequent
results shift the gaze from a traditional control viewpoint
to a novel machine learning perspective leveraging deep
generative models for complex, real-world robot control.
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